Hamilton Beach® 10-Cup Grind & Brew Coffee Maker

**Freshly Ground Coffee** – If you prefer the flavor of freshly ground coffee but dislike the hassle of grinding your favorite beans each morning, this grind and brew coffeemaker is for you. Simply fill the bean chamber and the coffee maker will automatically grind the beans, dispense the grounds into the brew basket and brew your coffee with the touch of a button. No scooping or transferring of grounds required.

**Automatic, Self-Rinsing Grinder** – Not only do you eliminate the need for a separate coffee grinder, but this coffee maker is equipped with a unique self-rinse feature. During the brewing process, the machine automatically rinses the bean grinder to eliminate mess and clogging.

**Wake up to Brewed Coffee** – The grind and brew coffee maker is fully programmable and its thermal carafe holds up to 10 cups of brewed, hot coffee. It offers three options: Regular, Bold and 1-4 cup for smaller brews.

**DETAILS**

**Product Name:** Hamilton Beach® 10-Cup Grind & Brew Coffee Maker with Thermal Carafe (Model 45501)
**MSRP:** $119
**Availability:** Now

**Additional Features** – A removable, permanent gold-tone brew filter helps extract all of the flavor from the beans and eliminates the need for paper filters. It fits perfectly into a swing-open brew basket for easy access and cleaning. It also displays the time since brewed so you will know exactly how fresh your pot is. You can also use already ground coffee to brew in this coffee maker. A sensor stops the grinding process when the chamber isn’t in use.
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